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Meeting with Andrew Flint at Mr Rental 

Please don’t let me be misunderstood…. 

Andrew Flint, the new owner of Mr Rental in Hastings, knows how Nina Simone and 'The Animals' 
must have felt when they sang the hit song all those years ago...  

“Many business people do not yet fully understand just how helpful Mr Rental can be to them, their 
cash flow and their bottom line” he says. “Our business still rents washing machines and fridges to 
flatmates and seasonal workers - but we now rent far more office equipment these days” Andrew tells 
me. “People can now rent equipment by the hour, day, week or month so why buy an expensive piece 
of equipment that is only going to be used every few weeks or for a few months by a temp worker?” 
he asks. 

“If you have a presentation to do - and want to look your best - you can rent a big screen TV or a 
Datashow projector from us for the day. It doesn’t make sense to spend thousands on something that 
will then sit in the corner and gather dust" he says. 

“If you want to rent something for longer the good news is we will replace it at no cost if it breaks 
down - and we can upgrade you to a better model if required. You don’t get stuck with old technology 
when you rent – not even computers. Think of us as the 'Hirepool' for offices and homes” he advises. 

Andrew knows his machines. He has a long professional background selling appliances and knows 
how every machine works. An Auckland lad who married a Havelock North girl he and Rachael 
returned to the Bay to take over Mr Rental 7 months ago.  

Since then they have also introduced a home staging service using the furniture and equipment they 
already have in the warehouse to stage and show off homes for sale to the best advantage. “Some 
people just want to stage it for the photos he says “and others want it staged for the open homes. The 
good news we know how to make a home look bigger and more beautiful to buyers - making a rapid 
sale more likely.” 

“By the way, we haven’t forgotten the domestic market” he assures me.  

“We still have that extra fridge for the Xmas time bach or caravan awning. We still have that little TV 
for the family member in hospital and we can rent furniture by the day if you have a big get-together to 
organise. We even have equipment to help you manage elderly people in your own home. 

As the man says - sometimes it just makes sense to rent! 


